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DEPENDENCE OF LASER-DRIVEN COMPRESSION

EFFICIENCY ON WAVELENGTH

by

I+

R. L. McCrory and R. L. Morse

ABSTRACT

Numerical simulationsof laser-drivenimplosions combined with pre-
viously derived scaling laws, both based on classical thermal conduction
without any flux limiting, indicate that the absorbed energy required to
cause a given implosion,and, therefore, the anticipatednuclear yield
ratio should scale approximatelyinversely with wavelength in the visible
and near infrared.

I. INTRODUC’CION

Extensive numerical simulations indicate‘the

possibility of achieving energy breakeven or better

from laser-drivenspherical implosion of pellets
1containing thermonuclearfusion fuel. Implosion is

driven by ablation of material from the surface of

a Pellet by the absorbed laser energy. This energy

is transportedby electron thermal conduction from

the surface of critical density, PC, where it is ab-

sorbed from the incident laser light, to the surface

of the pellet core, or ablation surface. (Recall

that the ablation surface essentiallyseparatea the

blowoff from the dense pellet core which is being

compressed.) For visible or infrared wavelengths,

A, PC is much less than the density of the pellet

core and occurs in the low density blowoff. For

the Nd laser from which A, the wavelength, is 1.06
21 -3

pm, the critical electron density is nc = 10 cm ,

and in the compressed core, which is at solid densi-
23 -3

ties or higher, nc ~ 10 cm . In Ref. 2 it is

shown by a stationary flow model of the thermal con-
.

duction and ablation process that, among other

things, the absorbed laser power, W, required to

1
b provide a given ablation pressure and material abla–

tion rate increaseswith decreasing Pc. This result

is a consequenceof the relatively larger radius of

the critical surface when Pc is made relatively

smaller,whichresults in a longer region through

which the absorbed power must be conducted before

reaching the ablation surface. In particular, Ref.

2 finds that,to a good approximation,the required
-%power scales as W - pc , and, therefore, since

-2
PC--A , that W - A. The indicated scaling would

be very important for laser fusion research and

developmentbecause a factor of k would multiply

pellet yield ratios, and there are differences of an

order of magnitude or more in the wavelengths of the

differentlasersbeing considered for this purpose.

We show here that this scaling is applicable

to a range of values of A of interest in laser

fusion research. The short wavelength end of the

range is simply determined by the requirement that

PC be less than the initial solid density of a

pellet. Reasons can be given for keeping P atc
least a few times smaller than initial solid den-

sity. This requires that the critical electron
23 -3

density be less than about 10 cm
-1

or that i ~ 10

pm. The large A end of the range of explicability
-1

must then be somewhat larger than A = 10 pm in

order for the W - A scaling to be important. This

end of the range is determined by the validity of

the stationary flow model and occurs, as discussed

in Ref. 2, where PC is so small that the time re-

quired for material to flow from the ablation sur-

face to the critical surface is no longer small



compared to the implosion time. The following tfme-

dependent numerical simulation parameter study of

laser-drivenimplosions indicates the existence of a

range of approximatevalidity of the W ---A scaling,

and the approximate location of the large A end of

the range.

II. NUMBRICAL PARAMBTER STUOY

The simulationparameter study was done with a

one-dimensional,spherical,Lagrangian hydrodynamics

and heat flow code. In order to allow direct com-

parison to the model of Ref. 2 and to permit scaling

the results to a wide range of physical cases, we

have used an ideal gas equation of state, in conjunc-

tion with a one-temperaturemodel (for ions and

electrons) and, in the electron thermal conduction,

In A = conat = 5. The target is a 102 pm radius

sphere of Z = 1, A = 2.5 material of initial density

1 gm/cm3. The simple scaling laws of hydrodynamics

and one temperatureheat flow readily transform this

cl+seinto one of higher or lower initial density and

higher Z without changing the calculated efficiencies

for a given pulse shape. Constant power step func-

tion pulses of a range of intensitiesare used. The

laaer pulse is never shut off in these calculations,

but any additional energy supplied to the pellet

after peak compressionneed not be considered. Both

more elaborate target and pulse ahapes could have

been used which would give much larger valuea PR

(see below). However, since the object of this

study is only to show the dependence of the energy

transfer to the imploded part of the pellet on Pc,

a different, mare complex, choice of target and

pulse shape would, if anything, reduce the general-

ity of the resulta.

J

m
Figure la shows the peak value of drp, called

o
pR, a common figure of merit for spherical compres-

sion (see Ref. 1), for a range of pulse powers and
-1 -2 -3

for the critical densities p = 10 , 10 , and 10 .
c

Power is given in units of watts/cm2 at the initial

pellet radius. The alight rise of pR for irradi-

ances above 101’ W/cmz,followedby a drop to the

initial time value, occurs when the incident power

becomes so large that the inward-movingthermal wave

front begins to keep up with or outruns the con-

verging shock, viz., the so-called “burn through”

limit. Note that at lower power pR~o.04is what

one expects from a one-shock implosion, and the

2

effect of changing pc and W ia just to alter the

shock timing. Figure lb shows the internal energy

at the time of peak pR in that part of the pellet

mass responsible for the innermost 80% of pR. The

use of this 80% prescriptionhas been found to be a

generally reliable procedure for identifyingpara- .r.

meters of the compressed core, at least for the kind
I

of simple target and pulse consideredhere. Exa- b
mination of further details of the simulation re-

sults show, aa would be expected, that in the lower

Power range, where pR vs W ia nearly flat, cases

with different pc,which have the same internal

energy in the core,are quite similar in all respects

inside of the ablation surface, TWO seta of such

cases, three at 0.33 joules of internal energy and

different PC, and three at 8.6 joules, are circled

on Fig. lb, and the same caaes are circled on Fig.

lC which is a plot of efficiency,tl,of transfer of

absorbed energy, W, into internal energy. That is,

~ is the ratioof the internal energy plotted in Fig.

lC to the total energy absorbed in the pellet up to

the time of peak pR. At 0.33 Joules, the ratio of

the valuea of ~ at pc = 10-2
‘1 (recall thatand 10

the initial density ial gm/cm3 so that theee values

of Pc are numerically the ratio of pc to the pellet

deneity) is about 2.5 or almost the ratio of wave-

lengths, ~, while the ratio of rl’sat 10-3 and

10-2 , approximately1.7, is significantlylower.

At 8.6 joules, where the mass ablation rate is

larger and the stationaryablation model is not

expected to be as good, the efficiency is better

but the respective ratios; 2.2 and 1.2, are a bit

smaller. If the initial density oflgm/cm3 is

scaled up to typical outaide surface target material

densities of about2gm/cm3, then the wavelength

correspondingto our highest pc, which becomes 0.2

gm/cm3, is about 0.15 pm, and that correspondingto

the smallest is 1.5 pm. The simulationsahow that

the scaling is weakening considerablyat the longer

wavelength, which appears to be approximately the

large A end of the range of validity of the W -..A

scaling. Different pulse shapes and target con-

figurationscould, by changing the time scales of

implosionsand transients in the ablation flow,

change the large A

factor of two, but

range as far as 10

pulse shapes which

end of the range by perhaps a

would probably not extend the

pm. We also expect that those

extend the range will give a
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scaling of W with A which is closer to W - A than

was seen in our parameter study with step function

pulses.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Our conclusion from these preliminary calcula-

tions is that the efficiencywith which absorbed

laser energy causes a given spherical implosion in

medium to low Z materials should increase by a

factor of between three and five if the laser wave-

length is decreased from infraredwavelengths be-

tween 1 and 10 pm to the blue or near ultraviolet

A small additional improvementmight be gained with

some targets by going down into the vacuum ultra-

violet, below about 0.2 ~m, but at the expense of

some increase in experimentaldifficulty. These
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calculations,which consider only classical thermal

conductivity,indicate that the further loss in

efficiency from going to wavelengths as long as 10

pm and longer should be small. This effect should

not be confused with nonclassical

limiting, which may introduce some
3at wavelengths as short aa 1 pm.
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Fig. 1. Results of a numerical simulation para-
meter study of laserdriven implosion of
solid spherical pellets. As a function of

power, watts/cm2 at the initial pellet sur-
face, and critical density, PC, the figures

show a) peak values of pR, b) internal
energy in the compressed pellet core at the
time of peak pR, and c) efficiency, n, of
transfer of absorbed laser energy into the
core energy shown in b).
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